
 

 

1Current contact person is Chris Ladel (christoph.ladel@gmail.com) 
2Publication Plan can be found on the DRE (Temp folder)  
3Current data manager is Mylène Jansen (m.p.jansen-36@umcutrecht.nl) 
4Contact details can be found in the Publication Plan 
5 The following guidelines are mandatory: 1) following text should be included in acknowledgements: “The research 
leading to these results has received support from the Innovative Medicines Initiative Joint Undertaking under Grant 
Agreement n° 115770, resources of which are composed of financial contribution from the European Union's 
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) and EFPIA companies’ in kind contribution. See 
www.imi.europa.eu and www.approachproject.eu.” If the character count of the journal article / abstract does not 
allow the full acknowledgement to be used, the following phrase is permitted: “This work has received support from 
the EU/EFPIA Innovative Medicines Initiative Joint Undertaking (APPROACH grant n° 115770).” 2) IMI-APPROACH 
should be mentioned in the title (e.g. “the IMI-APPROACH cohort” or “the IMI-APPROACH consortium” or “the IMI-
APPROACH study”. Additional optional guidelines for project introduction, methods section, and replacement of the 
word “patient” can be found here (new clean file can be created and put on the DRE).  
6If for a scientific publication clinical data (patient data and imaging data WP1 and/or WP3) or clinical samples (WP3) 
are used from the clinical centers or reading / image analysis centers involved in APPROACH, then each center may 
provide at least one author (to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for each individual manuscript). Data from 
clinical or reading / image analysis can only be published with consultation and permission of the involved centers. In 
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case the centers are not providing an author, they need to be mentioned in the acknowledgements. Full authorship 
policy can be found here (new clean file can be created and put on the DRE). 
7“Foreground” means the results, including data, know -how and information, whether or not they can be protected, 
which are generated under the Project and excluding Sideground. Such results include rights related to copyright; 
design rights; patent rights; or similar forms of protection. “Sideground” means the results, including data, know-
how and information, whether or not they can be protected, which are generated by a Participant under the Project 
but outside of the Project Objectives and which are not needed for undertaking and completing the Project or the 
Research. Sideground specifically excludes Foreground. In practice: Data that is generated for the APPROACH project 
is always foreground; publications that include prospective APPROACH cohort data are always foreground; 
publications that use APPROACH data or insights, but have conclusions outside the APPROACH project, is 
sideground. Note: both foreground and sideground publications make use of information that is generated for or by 
the APPROACH project and therefore need to be acknowledged for the IMI funding for APPROACH. 
8Current EPMT contact person is Jon Larkin (jonathan.2.larkin@gmail.com) 
9In case of discussion on authorship, the EPMT has a final vote. 
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